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LESSON 2: EXAMPLE 1

Inherited Traits

Free ear lobe Attached ear lobe

Ability to roll the tongue

)NWORB(B )eulb(b

)NWORB(B )NWORB(BB )NWORB(bB

)eulb(b )NWORB(bB )eulb(bb
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LESSON 2: WORKSHEET 1

GENES-R-US ACTIVITY WORKSHEET

1. Discuss how parents and children are alike. Why are they alike? (because of genes)

2. Explain that cells contain information that determines how children look, and that genes are the messen-

gers that carry the information, just as a child would carry a note to a teacher. Stress that we can�t see

genes with our eyes�they are very, very small.

3. Poll how many participants have blue eyes, brown eyes, how many have attached ear lobes, how many

can roll their tongues. (Show them the drawings of earlobes and rolled tongues! - Example 1)  Ask them

to count the number of girls and boys in their family.

4. Explain that the information for some traits is dominant over that of others.

Ask, can two brown eyed parents have a blue eyed child? The answer (yes, if both have a recessive

blue-eyed gene) can be demonstrated by placing four brown pipe cleaners, two short and two long, into

a bag. This would be represented by the following punnet square, and drawing:

%��%52:1� E��EOXH�

%��%52:1� %%��%52:1� %E��%52:1�

E��EOXH� %E��%52:1� EE��EOXH�

The odds of having a blue-eyed child (rr) are one in four. But will this probability match what actually

happens?

Take turns drawing two pipe cleaners at a time from the bag (replace after each turn). Tally the number

of blue and brown eyed people made. Does it work out to the 3:1 ratio predicted by the punnet square?

5. Write the following on a board:  (Suggestion: Limit this exercise to only two or three traits for

younger students.)

• Brown = Eye Color (long = dominant = brown) (short = recessive = blue)

• Red = Tongue Rolling (long = dominant = can roll) (short = recessive = can�t roll)

• Green = Number of Fingers (long = dominant = five fingers) (short = mut

• White = Earlobe Structure (long = dominant = attached) (short = recessive = not attached)

• Yellow = Sex (two longs = girl) (one long and one short = boy)

• Green = Number of Fingers (long = dominant = five fingers) (short = mutant = six)

6. Help the students prepare 10 bags, 5 are �Mom� and 5 and �Dad�.

Bag Mom 1 (Mom�s eye color genes):  Mom has blue eyes (recessive). Fill bag with 100% short brown

pipe cleaners.
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• Bag Dad 1 (Dad�s eye color genes):  Dad has brown eyes because he received a dominant �brown

gene� from his mother and a recessive �blue� gene from his father. Fill bag with 50% short brown

pipe cleaners and 50% long brown pipe cleaners.

• Bag Mom 2 (Mom�s tongue rolling ability gene):  Mom can roll her tongue because she received a

dominant tongue rolling gene from her mother, while receiving a recessive tongue rolling gene from

her father. Fill the bag with 50% long red and 50% short red pipe cleaners.

• Bag Dad 2 (Dad�s tongue rolling ability gene):  Dad can also roll his tongue because he received a

dominant tongue rolling gene from his mother, while receiving a recessive tongue rolling gene from

his father. Fill the bag with 50% long red and 50% short red pipe cleaners.

• Bag Mom 3 (Mom�s earlobe attachment genes):  Mom has attached earlobes and received domi-

nant genes from both of her parents. Fill bag with 100% long white pipe cleaners.

• Bag Dad 3 (Dad�s earlobe attachment genes):  Dad also has attached earlobes and also received

dominant genes from both of his parents. Fill bag with 100% long white pipe cleaners.

• Bag Mom 4 (Mom�s gender genes):  All females have 2 �X� chromosomes. Fill the bag with 100%

short yellow pipe cleaners.

• Bag Dad 4 (Dad�s gender genes):  All males have 1 �X� and one �Y� chromosome. Fill the bag with

50% short and 50% long yellow pipe cleaners.

• Bag Mom 5 (Mom�s finger genes):  Mom has five fingers and no mutant finger genes. Fill the bag

with 100% long green pipe cleaners.

• Bag Dad 5 (Dad�s finger genes):  Dad has six fingers due to his possession of two mutant finger

genes inherited from his parents. Fill the bag with 100% short green pipe cleaners.

7. Line the 10 bags up on a table, appropriately labeled �Mom eye genes, Dad�s eye genes, Mom�s

tongue rolling genes, etc.)  Split students into teams of two, then have each student pick one pipe

cleaner from each bag.

8. After all are finished, ask each team to decide, and then describe or draw, what their �person� will look

like (male or female, blue eyes or brown, tongue rolling ability or not, five or six fingers, attached

earlobes or not). Share these results with the classroom.

• Eyes: Offspring of these two parents should be 50% blue eyed and 50% brown eyed. Mom always

contributes a recessive blue gene, while dad contributes a blue gene half the time and brown gene

the other half.

• Tongue rolling ability:  Offspring should be 75% tongue rollers and 25% non-tongue rollers. This

result can be predicted from the punnet square given the genes of the parents. In reverse, the

genetics of the parents could have been deciphered from the ratio of tongue rollers to non-tongue

rollers among the offspring.

• Earlobes:  100% of the offspring have attached earlobes, since both parents possessed only domi-

nant genes for this trait.

• Gender:  Just like real life, 50% of the offspring will be females, and 50% will be males. Females

always have two X chromosomes and males always have one X and one Y chromosome.

LESSON 2: WORKSHEET 1 cont.
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LESSON 2: WORKSHEET 1

• Fingers:  All offspring have 5 fingers. This is an opportunity to point out how dominant normal genes

can cover up a �defect� caused by recessive genes. The offspring, while having five fingers (normal),

are �carriers� of the �recessive-mutant� gene.
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LESSON 3: WORKSHEET 1

Biotech Quiz

1. Biotechnology (say bye�-o-tek-nawl�-o-jee) is (circle one):

a.)         using nuclear power to make life from nonliving things such as rocks and soil

b.) using microorganisms, plant cells, or other living things to make things

c.) a rare species of owl

d.) a technique that uses lightning bolts to create new life

2. Circle all the things below made using biotechnology:

a.) bread

b.) cheese

c.) penicillin

d.) delayed-ripening tomatoes

3. Genetic engineering is (circle all that apply):

a.) changing living things by changing their genes

b.) the deliberate transfer of genes between and among species by humans.

c.) changing stones into living things

d.) dependent on finding and moving DNA

4. To make a pea plant that produces more peas, we could (circle all that apply):

a.) selectively breed pea plants that produce a lot of peas with each other

b.) use glue to stick many pea pods option a plant

c.) feed a plant lots of fertilizer and hope it will produce lots of peas

d.)         assuming we could locate and isolate the genes that could make more peas, transfer them to our

            plant

5. Biotechnology began:

a.) about five years ago

b.) about 35 years ago

c.) about 135 years ago

d.) more than 10,000 years ago

6. Genetic engineering techniques have been used to selectively move genes between living organisms:

a.) for about 5,000 years

b.) for about 100 years

c.) for about 25 years

d.) haven�t been developed yet
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ANSWERS

1.) b

2.) a, b, c and d

3.) a, b, and d

4.) a and d.  C might work, but overfertilizing a plant won�t always make it produce more fruit.  I may just

increase the amount of leaves and stems, assuming it isn�t killed by too much fertilizer.

5.) d.  Biotechnology is old.  Our ancestors made wine and bread using yeast thousands of years ago.

6.) c.  Modern selective genetic engineering began in 1972, when two researchers chemically cut a fragment

from one source and spliced it into another.

LESSON 3: WORKSHEET 1 cont.
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Genetic Engineering

LESSON 4: EXAMPLE 1
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LESSON 4: EXAMPLE 2

Plant susceptable to insect feeding

Insect resistent gene

Bacterium

Plasma

Nucleus

Plant Cell

Plant DNA

Insect Resistent

Plant

Plant DNABacterial DNA

8 Steps to Creating New Plants

1. Identify the trait you want.

2. Identify the source of the gene

3. Isolate the gene from that source

4. Adjust the gene to confer the desired trait.

5. Transfer the gene to plant

6. Test to see if the trait you wanted is there.

7. If it is, go to step 8. If it isn�t, go back to step 5.

8. Run field trials to:

a) make sure there are no detrimental effects of the gene

b) the gene works the way you want it to


